The Emperor’s Quite New Clothes
We should now be dealing with the New World Order, to which we for some time (and
many still) have turned a blind eye. Having detected most of the aspects of 9/11 half a
year later – thus in the spring of 2002, – I thought it could just be a matter of a brief
period before the world (at least the free part of it outside North America) also
understood. Then came 2003 the Iraq war, in which Denmark (my native country)
courageously participated; in February 2004, there was a whistleblower who showed that
the government had knowledge of the Bush-Blair lie about WMDs (currently repeated
towards Iran). The court denied to see the o-so-secret documents and sentenced the
whistleblower to prison while the real culprits remained in honour; in May 2005, a similar
case, the Downing Street Minutes, was disclosed in Iraq but did not prevent Tony bLiar’s
re-election later that month; in July that year followed the terror-attack on the
Underground and a bus (7/7), in which you could recognize many logical inconsistencies,
and so on. And always could you notice the same reaction by the majority which rejected
my objections as paranoia. However, as most paranoiacs, I showed no accept of this
diagnosis; instead, Instead, I collected the evidence, elaborated various essays and –
after having removed the pictures – even transferred most of these essays to my
homepage ( http://www.schou.de/terrorwar/index.html ), still hoping that I, as in the
famous story “The Emperor’s New Clothes” by H. C. Andersen like the small boy could
disclose the Emperor’s nakedness.
As 9/11 approaches its tenth ’anniversary,’ we can all agree that it remains an
outstanding occurrence which, whatever its background, changed the course of history.
Exactly this history did I reconsider now as a paranoiac and found shocking revision. But
9/11 is an affair which was particularly easy to disclose – for people whose perception
was not blocked by unjustified respect towards the authorities: the lacking plane at
Pentagon (search for Thierry Meyssan’s funny ‘Hunt the Boeing’ on the Net); the hole in
the ground by Shankesville, where the fourth plane should have landed; the Twin Towers
in New York, an unacknowledged world record for dismantling of skyscrapers is
concerned, both what height and number of people still present in the building by the
demolition is concerned; and then the third tower, did you forget? The demolition is
obvious for laymen in four videos on the net. The Danish scientist Niels Harrit led an
International investigation which demonstrated explosives in its dust.
Of course it would be wrong to consider all those good citizens as idiots for not
informing themselves, simply because they are in majority. Different with the journalists
who ought to keep us informed about what is happening in the world and therefore
cannot be expected to close their eyes for, what they perhaps did not want to see. I do,
in fact, feel pity for the younger members of the press who, if they want to keep their
job, are forced to betray their moral obligations and instead disperse censured stories.
But somewhere up in the hierarchy you find the responsible editors – may they soon be
reminded of their responsibility.
How could an old bourgeois like me suddenly merge so wide to the left in the
political spectre? Actually, I do not think that I have changed my moral basis. It was the
others, who in goose-step (ge.: Steckmarch) marched to the right and in a short time
has stopped all the social progress that we towards the end of the 20th Century managed
to experience – the fruits of earlier generations work. The society has become harsh for
the weak and hostile towards foreigner – worldwide.
Back to the Emperor. “He has no clothes on,” cries a small boy. ”Tsch!” demands
his mother, neither has she, and also the soldiers and bureaucrats joining the promenade
and the majority of the audience are (un)dressed the same way, apart for the obligate tie
for the men. “Conspiracy theoretics” is the contemptuous designation for the few critics
of the smart tailors (the conspiracy practicians). As in the original story, there is no risk
for them ever to get punished.
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